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“In many cases you are sending in
principals to give feedback to teachers who they have been managing for
10, 15, 20 years, and they have never
told that teacher that they need to
improve. So now, after 15 years of
working with this same person, they
are about to have to sit down and tell
them, ‘Hey, you’re not very good at
this particular set of things.’ Even for
people who have the best of intentions, the psychology of that is hard.”
-Kevin Huffman, Commissioner, Tennessee
Department of Education1
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Introduction
Across the country, districts are committing to observing, assessing, and giving feedback to teachers
multiple times a year. This is a departure from the
traditional hands-off and indiscriminating approach to teacher evaluation and development.
Just a few years ago, the story was very different—
only a quarter of teachers experienced evaluations
that identified areas in need of development, and
fewer than half of those teachers said they received
useful support to improve.2 Currently, school
systems are dedicating an enormous amount of
effort to accumulating data on teachers, but the
field still has a lot to learn about how best to use
data to support the improvement of teaching.

“

Feedback is information about the gap
between the actual level and the reference
level of a system parameter which is used to
alter the gap in some way. 3
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is qualitatively different from receiving feedback
from a peer, colleague, or other whose judgments
are not as consequential. Feedback from supervisors certainly can produce more anxiety.
The observation process is commonly considered to be an accountability-oriented activity,
with the main purpose of feeding data back to the
administration to inform decisions about hiring,
firing, development, or promotion. However, a
conversation that provides feedback after an observation also holds great potential to foster teacher learning and improve teacher practice. We find
that even in the context of accountability, teachers
and principals can have learning-focused feedback
conversations that promote teacher self-reflection
and development. However, this is a challenging
task that requires both teachers and principals to
skillfully attend to the tensions that arise where
the goals of accountability and learning intersect.

”

Theory
The Biopsychosocial Model
This brief, the result of a 90-day cycle (see of Responses to Threat

highlight box), examines the features of postteacher-observation feedback conversations between principals and teachers that orient teachers for receptivity and learning. We focused
specifically on teachers’ conversations with their
principals because many of the current teacher
evaluation policy reforms place principals in the
feedback-giving role, despite the limited guidance
available on how this can be done well. The experience of receiving feedback from a supervisor

Imagine a teacher talking with an administrator
who has just observed his classroom. What might
he be thinking? After our many conversations
with teachers, it is apparent that one dominant
response is threat perception. This teacher would
be aware that his professional image as an effective educator and even livelihood are potentially
threatened. A long line of research from the field
of psychology on the biopsychosocial model of chal-

90-Day Cycle
A 90-day cycle is a disciplined and structured form of rapid inquiry aimed at developing
timely and useful information for practitioners. An essential feature of 90-day cycles is the
integration of scholarly and practitioner knowledge-melding theory with best practice to
provide actionable knowledge. 90-day cycles are not intended to be exhaustive studies, but
rather quick turn-around pieces on timely topics.
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lenge and threat offers insight into the experience
of teachers. This model applies to motivated performance situations, in which the performer is
evaluated and the outcome of the evaluation is
relevant to his or her personal goals.4 While our
study is the first we have come across that applies
this theory to the teacher observation and feedback
process, the biopsychosocial model of challenge
and threat has been applied to areas including test
taking, public speaking, and athletic competition.
According to the model, the way we perceive a
situation determines whether that event will be
psychologically processed as a threat or received
as a challenge. The perception of threat evokes an
automatic reaction—one that evolved long ago in
human history and that is biased toward survival.
Threat responses mobilize our minds and even our
bodies in extreme ways, raising our heart rate or
releasing hormones or other stress chemicals that
facilitate the fight or flight response. Importantly,
however, psychological research shows that not all
adversity is viewed as a threat. Often, the same
experience can be viewed as a challenge. Research

Resources
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Knowledge
Abilities
Dispositions
External support

Danger
Uncertainty
Effort

THREAT

CHALLENGE

Figure 1. A teacher’s appraisal of the relative balance of
the demands and resources of an evaluative situation
will influence the extent to which he or she experiences
challenge versus threat.
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finds that the mind and the body process challenges differently. Challenges, these studies show,
mobilize the body similarly to threat responses,
but in such a way that the mind is still flexible and
open to changes or alternatives, allowing space for
creativity or thoughtfulness. Under motivated
performance conditions, we experience a sense of
challenge when we feel we can access the necessary resources to fulfill the demands facing us. We
experience a sense of threat when we do not feel
we can access the necessary resources to fulfill our
demands.5
This long and extensive line of research has
direct relevance to the feedback interaction. A
teacher being critiqued can view the same feedback either as a threat to her core self or as a challenge for improving her abilities. Crucially, how
a teacher defines the interaction (or how the administrator portrays it) can have profound effects
on whether it leads to improved practice—effects
that happen both in the mind and on a biological
level in the body. In sum, an important insight is
that it is not the feedback per se that causes teachers to react positively or negatively. Instead, it is
the perceived meaning of the feedback—the recipients’ interpretation, or “appraisal,” of it—that
can cause it to have positive or negative effects.
Imagine again that conversation between a
teacher and an administrator who has just observed his classroom. If the teacher positively
appraises his own abilities, has knowledge of the
evaluation process, trusts his relationship with
this administrator, and has a sense of belonging
in the school community, it is likely the teacher
will experience this evaluative moment as a challenge—an opportunity to share his strengths and
receive feedback on how to improve. Alternatively, if the teacher is uncertain about what to expect
from the observation and feedback process, lacks
trust in his administrator, or doesn’t feel a sense
of belonging in the school community, it is likely
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that teacher will experience the observation and
feedback process as a threat. Consequently, that
response can interfere with the teacher’s interpretation of and willingness to respond to what he
hears.
The teachers we interviewed for this study did
not manifest this challenge response when receiving feedback from their principals, though some
did manifest a challenge response when receiving
feedback from a coach or mentor. The teachers
described the evaluation experience as “nervewracking” and “terrifying,” or as an “out-of-body
experience.” When reflecting on a post-observation conference, a teacher recalled “just nodding”
throughout the entire conversation. These are
classic descriptions of a threat state, which prepares individuals to respond effectively to potential dangers but does not prime them for learning,
creative thought, or behavioral flexibility.6
To foster receptivity and learning-oriented
feedback conversations, principals and teachers
need to remain attuned to the potential for this
threat response. If teachers don’t sense that their
core abilities are under indictment, they are more
likely to see the conversation as an opportunity
for growth—a chance to meet the challenge of
continuous improvement of practice. Given that
teachers need feedback on their performance to
improve, what can be done so that they are more
likely to see that feedback as a challenge and not
as a threat? Here are some things that seem to effectively lead to that appraisal.

|

that teachers talked about in our interviews. We
focused our interviews on new teachers because
we expected the stress associated with the observation and feedback processes would be different
for a novice, untenured teacher than for an experienced teacher. Note that the teachers’ responses
have little to do with their level of performance
(and presumably therefore with the evaluative
messages contained in the feedback). Both teachers who were identified as needing a great deal of
help and teachers identified as being among the
best reported that these features of feedback conversations made them feel threatened.

J Evaluations based on a “thin slice”			
Teachers can feel threatened by judgments
about their teaching based on only a thin slice
of their daily activities. Teachers recognize
that the principal’s time is scarce, but such
scarcity raises the stakes for teachers who feel
they have few opportunities to make a good
impression. For example, though one teacher
was supposed to receive multiple observations
throughout the school year, he correctly predicted that his first observation would also be
his last. The infrequency of classroom observation can make it difficult for teachers to feel
relaxed and competent in the classroom. As
one teacher put it, teaching under observation
felt like “performing a dog and pony show.”
Teachers are aware they are being judged, and
even if the judgment doesn’t lead to a consequential personnel decision, teachers value
their principal’s opinion of them as professionals. In addition to making teachers feel
Findings
misunderstood or undervalued, infrequent
Threats to Teachers in Feedback
observation hampers the principal’s ability to
Conversations
give the teacher useful feedback. The principal
may have walked in on an exceptionally chalWhat are some reasons why feedback conversalenging classroom moment. Alternatively, the
tions are threatening rather than challenging? Beprincipal may have observed an uncharacterlow are some of the features of these conversations
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istically well-executed lesson and missed the
opportunity to help the teacher address more
typical pedagogical challenges.

|

to a district rubric, neither of which helped
inform their teaching or guide their improvement.

J Unclear expectations 			
Teachers tend to prefer announced visits to Resources for teachers in
unannounced visits, as they allow for “men- feedback conversations
tal preparation.” However, even in the case of
announced visits, teachers often don’t know A teacher’s appraisal of available resources reprewhat to expect beyond the day and time of sents another critical factor in determining wheththe visit. Similarly, and perhaps as a conse- er that teacher experiences challenge or threat in
quence, the teacher does not know what to feedback following observation. When individuexpect from the post-observation conversa- als believe they possess sufficient resources to cope
tion. Teachers described the wait between with the demands of a performance situation,
observation and debrief as “excruciating.” they are more likely to experience a challenge
During this time, they reported “playing out response. In the challenge state, individuals feel
every possible interpretation of the observa- invigorated and motivated to meet the challenge.
tion.” They enter into the feedback conversa- Under threat, they feel their “self ” is on the line.
tion unsure of purpose, of what is to come, Equipping teachers with resources to turn to in
and therefore distracted by insecurities.
response to feedback suggestions and setting clear
expectations for the structure of both the obserJ Sense of disempowerment 			
vation and feedback conversation will help them
The functions of evaluation and improve- cope with the stress inherent in any performance
ment are conflated in the observation experi- evaluation. These strategies can mitigate the anxience. Teachers we spoke with recounted the ety teachers experience and empower them to
common refrain from principals that they are take advantage of the feedback conversation to
“there for your improvement.” Yet no matter improve their practice. The following strategies
how often such phrases are repeated, until represent critical attributes of a feedback process
teachers experience professional support from that can mitigate teacher anxiety and increase the
their principals they will assume observations uptake of feedback.
are being used solely to judge them. Feedback
feels like something done to them, rather than J Scaffold listening strategies to foster an improvefor them.
ment-oriented conversation
When individuals are under stress in a perJ Absence of helpful information 			
formance situation and experience a threat,
Few teachers we spoke to could recall so much
they have a heightened sensitivity to negative
as a single piece of concrete feedback they recues—they look for markers of threat such
ceived in a formal observation post-conferas negative verbal or non-verbal communicaence that helped to improve their practice.
tion.7 This also occurs when an individual is
More often, they were given a summary of the
in a mindset of mistrust. Everything seems to
lesson and their effectiveness rating according
reinforce the notion that the other person is

6
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not trustworthy. In reflecting upon a feedback
conversation, one teacher described being
pre-occupied with his binary classification—
whether his principal thought he was a good
teacher or a bad one. This mental interference
describes some of the “noise” that undermines
the opportunity for meaningful communication.

|

Anxiety has been defined as “a state of helplessness, because of a perceived inability to
predict, control, or obtain desired results or
outcomes in certain upcoming personally salient situations or contexts.”9 Clarifying expectations and improving the teacher’s ability
to predict the process and results of a feedback
conversation have the potential to lessen the
level of anxiety and helplessness a teacher experiences.

Most communication experts agree that active listening is a critical factor in effective
manager-employee exchanges. Active listenStart with an affirmation of what is working
ing includes such behaviors as empathetic
Teachers consistently reported that the qualbody language, posing helpful questions,
ity of feedback conversations could be imvalidating employee expression through conproved if the conversations started with an
siderate conversation turn-taking, and paraauthentic recognition of what is working.
8
phrasing to ensure mutual understanding.
“Principals should start a conversation with
something that is going well,” a teacher told
Listening strategies such as paraphrasing, reus. “Teaching is a difficult profession and it
flecting, drawing out, taking notes, and askis easy to break down and want to quit . . .
ing follow-up questions are some techniques
[but] everyone does something well.” Recent
a principal can use to gain insight into the
research also supports these teachers’ sentiteacher’s challenges and circumstances. The
ments. Novices tend to seek and respond to
principal becomes better able to probe deeply
positive feedback, which acts to increase their
into difficult issues and redirect the convercommitment to the task. In contrast, experts
sation when necessary. Simultaneously, these
tend to seek and respond to negative feedlistening strategies can make the teacher feel
back.10 Starting on a positive note affirms for
heard and understood. Several teachers and
coaches mentioned that asking the right questeachers that the conversation will be focused
tion is essential to helping teachers identify
on supporting them to become better teachwhat needs improvement. One teacher stated
ers and helps clarify that they are not at risk of
that her coach made her feel more capable by
being terminated.
restating her own words using professional
language: “Normally, I would be super inar- J Address the teacher’s concerns
ticulate, and she would rephrase it. I might
To foster a climate of autonomous, self-resay ‘the kids really liked the lesson,’ and she
flective colleagueship, principals must enable
would say, `You were using engagement stratteachers to be primarily responsible for judgegies.’ She helped me develop terminology for
ing the success of their own work.11 Teachers
what I was doing.”
we spoke with were eager to have an opportunity to be heard and understood. They wanted
J Sequence the conversation into a predictable forface-to-face time with their principals to dismat
cuss their own philosophies, goals, and con-
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insecure.12 Seeking feedback can foster a sense
cerns. Several teachers expressed the idea that
teachers are their own toughest critics; they
of control in the seeker,13 and feedback that
find themselves reflecting on their teaching
is actively solicited is more difficult to subsepractice not just after the lesson is completquently reject.14 In other words, feedback is
ed, but during it. As one teacher put it,”even
more likely to be taken-up if it was sought out
during a lesson I am reflective. I think about
to begin with.
what I could have done differently, or what
I should have done instead.” Another teacher J Co-develop next steps
we spoke to mentioned that being invited by
The teachers we interviewed indicated that the
her principal to share her thoughts on the
feedback they find helpful is concrete and spestrengths and weaknesses of her own teachcific. They want an idea for change that they
ing also gave her the opportunity to showcase
can remember and implement. A teacher said
that she is a self-reflecting practitioner with
that, ideally, the principal and teacher would
her own opinions. Another teacher felt that
“create an actionable plan together.” Anothvoicing her concerns gained her respect from
er teacher wished her feedback conversation
her principal, encouraging her to seek help
had been more “interactive”—she had more
more often, while a mentor we interviewed
insights about next steps than she felt comunderscored the importance of giving teachfortable sharing. The principal’s expertise and
ers the opportunity to reflect before offering
access to resources in combination with the
them feedback: “by listening, you hear what
teacher’s first-hand knowledge of her context,
teachers need most.”
challenges, and strengths provide the information necessary to best identify next steps.
Following an observation, the principal has
insights and suggestions for the teacher, but J Putting it all together: Design principles at work
the teacher also has unique insights into the
A model for a successful feedback conversachallenges she faces in her classroom. In many
tion might begin with a warm and clear opencases, these insights can and should affect the
ing in which the teacher reviews the aim of
principal’s interpretation of what he or she
the lesson observed and articulates her aim
observed. If given the opportunity to design
for the feedback conversation. The principal
the feedback process, one teacher said that he
would similarly state her aim for the conversawould “tweak feedback so it enhances what
tion. Then the pair would focus on the positeachers are trying to do.” Principals may entive aspects of the lesson. The teacher would
ter into a feedback conversation with inforbe given the opportunity to talk about what
mation they want to give the teacher to help
she thought went well. The principal would
that teacher improve, but feedback also has inreiterate and affirm what the teacher menstrumental value to a teacher. In fact, research
tioned and then extend the positive focus by
shows that employees often want feedback
commenting on other things that went well in
in a particular area, but are inhibited by the
the lesson. Next, the teacher would seek feedstrong social risks associated with asking for
back from the principal in areas of challenge
feedback directly, such as the image-costs of
where she could improve. The principal might
coming across as uncertain, incompetent, or
help problem-solve these challenges with the

8
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teacher or connect her with appropriate resources. The principal would then offer her
ideas for improvement. Then, the two would
generate and prioritize next steps together.
Finally, the feedback conversation would
end with revisiting the next steps and with
a mutual appreciation for the time together.
Throughout the conversation, the principal is
paraphrasing the teacher’s concerns and the
teacher is prompting the principal for deeper
clarification when necessary.
This project produced a representative feedback protocol that scaffolds a conversation
of this nature. In developing the protocol,
we tested many of the features of productive
feedback discussed in this brief. A version of
this protocol is available in the Appendix.
Protocols are helpful by explicitly reminding
users of the minimum steps necessary to ensure quality. While protocols can be criticized
as overly prescriptive or over-specific, getting
the steps right is hard, even when you know
what they are. A protocol can cut through
the noise surrounding feedback conversations
(new expectations for principals and teachers,
anxiety about judgment, unclear intentions,

9
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high-stakes) and act as a grounding resource
to help participants navigate the conversation
and achieve its aim.

Conclusions
In this brief we noted the relationship between
feedback conversations and the anxiety a person
can feel in any high-pressure performance setting. Drawing on long-standing psychological
theories of how our minds and bodies mobilize
to deal with stress, this discussion builds on the
premise that teaching evaluations hold the potential to do both harm and good. If handled badly,
feedback can threaten teachers, causing them to
hunker down and cling to the familiar. Under
rapidly proliferating teacher evaluation reforms,
teachers of all abilities experience uncertainty and
anxiety around the feedback experience. Yet as
we’ve shown, feedback following a classroom observation can be a powerful resource for teacher
improvement. Approached with the strategies
outlined here, feedback conversations can challenge rather than threaten, encouraging teachers
in pedagogical advancemeent and the steady improvement of practice.
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FEEDBACK CONVERSATION PROTOCOL

Principal

Teacher _________________________________________________________________________________
Principal ________________________________________________________________________________

Key
Green text: Teacher’s prompt
Principal text: Principal’s prompt
Italicized gray text indicate suggested talking points
Purple boxes indicate note-taking space
k Check boxes as conversation progresses

A. Warm and Clear Opening
k 1. Principal Acknowledges Teacher’s Time.
			

Thanks for meeting with me.

			

What was the goal for the lesson plan?

			

What would you like to get out of this conversation?

k 2. Principal asks Teacher for the Lesson’s Aim.
		 Teacher Clearly States Lesson Aim.
k 3. Principal asks Teacher for the Aim of this Conversation.
		

Teacher Clearly States Aim for this Conversation.

Notes on the Teacher’s Aims for the Lesson Plan and Conversation

Prompts for clarification: Can you elaborate on that? Can you give me an example? Can you say more? What do you
mean by…?

k 4. Principal Paraphrases and Affirms the Teacher’s (1) Aim of the Lesson and (2) Aim
for this Conversation.
			

Your lesson aim was {LESSON AIM} and by the end of the conversation you would like to {CONVERSATION
AIM}.

k 5. Principal Clearly States their Goal for this Conversation.

			

That’s helpful. For me, by the end of the conversation, I would like to {PRINCIPAL’S AIM FOR THE
CONVERSATION}…

B. Focus on What’s Going Well
k 6. Principal Begins by Asking Teacher to Reflect on What Went Well.
			

What do you think went well during the lesson plan? What were students doing well?

			

It sounds like what you think went well were {POSITIVES TEACHER MENTIONED in Step 6}...

			

In addition to what you mentioned, I noticed {POSITIVES}…

k 7. Teacher Reflects on What Went Well.
k 8. Principal Paraphrases What the Teacher Identifies as Going Well.

k 9. Principal Comments on Concrete, Specific Things That Went Well.

JULY 2013
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C. Identify Challenges Facing the Teacher
k 10. Principal Transitions Conversation to Reflection of Areas for Improvement.
			

What are some things you feel could have gone better? What were student actions that indicate a need for
improvement?

k 11. Teacher Reflects on Areas for Improvement or Challenges.
ideas for improvement

Prompts for clarification: Can you elaborate on that? Can you give me an example? Is this challenge important to you
because...?

k 12. Principal Paraphrases Teacher’s Challenges.

			

It sounds like what’s challenging you is X, Y, and Z., is this right?

D. Generate Ideas for Addressing Teacher’s Challenges
k 13. Principal Offers Ideas and Resources for Addressing the Teacher’s Challenges from
Step 11.
			

Let’s approach these challenges you mentioned one by one. Let’s start with X. What do you think about
{SUGGESTION}, etc…

E. Identify Other Areas for Improvement
k 14. Principal Offers Ideas on Other Opportunities for Growth Grounded in Evidence.
			

I observed {OPPORTUNITY FOR IMPROVEMENT} in your classroom. Help me understand what happened
there. What do you think about trying {IDEA}?

F. Prioritize Next Steps
k 15. Teacher and Principal Review Ideas for Change and Assign Priority.
notes on next steps

One thing Teacher will try
differently tomorrow: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

G. End Positively
k 16. Principal Asks if This Conversation Was Helpful?
		 Teacher Gives Principal Feedback on What Worked.
k 17. Principal Make a Final Positive Statement/Recognizes Growth and Progress.
k 18. Thanks You for Time and Insights.
JULY 2013
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FEEDBACK CONVERSATION PROTOCOL

TEACHER

Teacher _________________________________________________________________________________
Principal ________________________________________________________________________________

Key
Green text: Teacher’s prompt
Principal text: Principal’s prompt
Italicized gray text indicate suggested talking points
Green boxes indicate note-taking space
k Check boxes as conversation progresses

A. Warm and Clear Opening
k 1. Teacher Acknowledges Principal’s Time.
			

Thanks for meeting with me.

			

My aim for the lesson was {LESSON AIM}.

			

In this conversation I am looking forward to {AIM FOR FEEDBACK CONVERSATION}.

k 2. Principal asks Teacher for the Lesson’s Aim.
		Teacher Clearly States Lesson Aim.

k 3. Principal asks Teacher for the Aim of this Conversation.
		 Teacher Clearly States Aim for this Conversation.
k 4. Principal Paraphrases and Affirms the Teacher’s (1) Aim of the Lesson and (2) Aim
for this Conversation.
k 5. Principal Clearly States their Goal for this Conversation.

			

Notes on the PRINCIPAL’S GOALS for the Conversation

Prompts for clarification: Can you elaborate on that? Can you give me an example? Can you say more? What do
you mean by…?

B. Focus on What’s Going Well
k 6. Principal Begins by Asking Teacher to Reflect on What Went Well.
k 7. Teacher Reflects on What Went Well.
			

I noticed students were...

k 8. Principal Paraphrases What the Teacher Identifies as Going Well.
k 9. Principal Comments on Concrete, Specific Things That Went Well.
Notes on the PRINCIPAL’S GOALS for the Conversation

Prompts for clarification: Can you elaborate on that? Can you give me an example? Can you say more? What do you
mean by…?
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C. Identify Challenges Facing the Teacher
k 10. Principal Transitions Conversation to Reflection of Areas for Improvement.
k 11. Teacher Reflects on Areas for Improvement or Challenges.
			Some areas for improvement I feel I could work on... I would like some help addressing student actions such as...
k 12. Principal Paraphrases Teacher’s Challenges.
			

It sounds like what’s challenging you is X, Y, and Z., is this right?

D. Generate Ideas for Addressing Teacher’s Challenges
k 13. Principal Offers Ideas and Resources for Addressing the Teacher’s Challenges from
Step 11.
ideas for improvement

Prompts for clarification: Can you elaborate on that? Can you give me an example? Is this challenge
important to you because...?

E. Identify Other Areas for Improvement
k 14. Principal Offers Ideas on Other Opportunities for Growth Grounded in Evidence.
		

notes on next steps

One thing Teacher will try
differently tomorrow: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

F. Prioritize Next Steps
k 15. Teacher and Principal Review Ideas for Change and Assign Priority.
G. End Positively
k 16. Principal Asks if This Conversation Was Helpful?
		 Teacher Gives Principal Feedback on What Worked.
			

My goal for this conversation was {CONVERSATION AIM} and I appreciated your {SPECIFIC FEEDBACK}.

k 17. Principal Make a Final Positive Statement/Recognizes Growth and Progress.
k 18. Thanks You for Time and Insights.
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